SAC INSTRUCTOR TEST INSTRUCTIONS FORM

Instructor’s Name____________________________________________ Date Received: _____________

Course Name & Number____________________________________________ Online____ Classroom____

Test Time Limit: Hours_____ Min._____ Test Deadline: _____________ Scantron/Blue book needed: Yes ___ No___

THIS AREA ONLY FOR DSPS STUDENTS Name(s):____________________________

Time allowed: Hours_____ Min._____ Student gets: 1.5 TIME ☐ 2.0 TIME ☐ Kurzweil Software needed: Yes:___No:___

Return to Instructor’s Box: Test & Answer Sheet_______ Answer Sheet only ______

Keep in Center, Instructor will pick up _______ Number of Tests dropped off _______

Please circle any items / aids which are allowed to be used with test:

Books Notes Scratch Paper Calculator Dictionary

Other aids not noted or special instructions:
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